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1 1 
Introductio n n 

Humans,, among other animals, have the capacity to acquire and retain information about 
pastt experiences. One of the processes that seems to limit the capacity to retain information is 
forgetting.. Interference is considered the main cause of forgetting (e.g., Mensink & Raaij-
makers,, 1988). Interference refers to a hindering effect of information on the retrieval of other 
informationn from memory. Although interference seems to be an erroneous aspect of memory, 
itt might be the consequence of the organisation of a highly efficient memory system. To gain 
moree insight into the organisation of memory, a clear understanding of the interaction between 
oldd and new information in memory is important. The central topic of this thesis is the 
occurrencee of negative transfer and retroactive interference in skill acquisition. Negative 
transferr refers to the situation in which old information impedes the learning of new 
information.. Retroactive interference refers to the situation where new information impedes the 
retrievall  of old information. 

Bjorkk (1992) hypothesises that the interference mechanism has an adaptive function. The 
systemm is adaptive because the present state is available along with the older state. As new 
informationn is learned, access to out-of-date information is inhibited but not completely erased. 
Accordingg to this view, interference is the inevitable consequence of a robust and flexible 
memoryy system that is using the same responses with similar stimuli. The memory system is 
robustt because the original information is inhibited after encountering another instance with the 
samee information. The memory system is flexible because new instances are immediately added 
too the knowledge base. Another advantage of this system is that when the older response has to 
bee revived, it will cost less effort than completely relearning. This system will therefore be very 
efficient.. The drawback of this organisation will be a slight delay or sometimes a mistake when 
thee decision between two or more responses has to be made. 

Negativee transfer has been studied extensively in verbal learning (see for a review, 
Postman,, 1972). In skill learning and performance, however, negative transfer has been 
relativelyy neglected (Blais, Kerr, & Hughes, 1993; Proctor & Healy, 1995; Schmidt & Young, 
1987).. Consequently, theoretical progress on the conditions and effect of transfer of skills has 
beenn limited (Singley & Anderson, 1985). This lack of progress is possibly one of the reasons 
whyy the interest in transfer and interference in verbal and motor behaviour decreased with the 
risee of cognitive psychology (Adams, 1987). The research on transfer has a relatively long 
historyy in learning research (e.g., Thorndike and Woodworth 1901a, 1901b) Based on these 
experiments,, Thorndike (1906) developed the theory of identical elements which states that 
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transferr between skills is only possible when the skills have elements in common. Thereby it 
opposess the Doctrine of Formal Discipline in which a view is adopted that assumes a very 
broadd transfer between skills. The main criticism of the common elements theory was its use of 
vaguee concepts such as identical and elements (Parreren, 1962). The core idea, however, is still 
presentt in revised versions of the identical elements model (Rickard & Bourne, 1995; Singley & 
Anderson,, 1989). One of the characteristics of the original identical elements model is that the 
leastt transfer that is possible, i.e. in situations when skills have no elements in common, is zero 
transfer.. According to the identical elements theory, negative transfer cannot occur in skill 
acquisition. . 

Thee question is whether the absence of negative transfer and interference in skill 
acquisitionn is in accordance with reality. The experiments in this thesis were designed to answer 
thiss question. Unfortunately the views on transfer are somewhat troubled because of the 
inconsistentt use of the terminology. 

Explanatio nn of Terminolog y 

Studiess on negative transfer and interference range from animal learning (e.g, Chittka & 
Thomson,, 1997; Hunter, 1922) to motor learning (e.g., Kleven, Herring, & Dickinson, 1986; 
Lewis,, McAllister, & Adams, 1951) to verbal learning (for an overview see, Postman, 1972) to 
cognitivee skill learning (e.g., Heydemann, Hoffmann, & Schmidt, 1991; Singley & Anderson, 
1989).. This diversity of fields has led to various paradigms and terms. The inconsistency in use 
off  the different terms is also caused by a change in the conventions in terminology over the 
yearss (Battig, 1966). The lack of a standardised way of defining transfer is illustrated by the 
existencee of numerous transfer formulas (for reviews see e.g., Gagné, Foster, & Crowley, 1948; 
Murdock,, 1957; Singley & Anderson, 1989). According to Ellis (1965), this may even have 
hinderedd scientific progress on transfer. It is therefore important to give some more background 
onn the terminology as it is used in the literature and this thesis. 

Transfer r 

Transferr of training is the influence of a previously practised skill on the learning of a 
neww skill (Magill, 1989). Transfer has also been defined as the degree to which a behaviour will 
bee repeated in a new situation (Detterman, 1993). In the first definition the emphasis is on 
transferr between two skills, whereas in the second definition the emphasis is on the application 
off  a skill in a new situation. Although there is overlap in the factors in both situations (e.g., the 
rolee of similarity), it is likely that some of the mechanisms involved in transfer of learning to 
subsequentt learning are different from those involved in the application of learned material in a 
differentt context. It is therefore of practical use to make a distinction between types of transfer. 
Dettermann (1993) distinguished near and far transfer. Near transfer is transfer to situations that 
aree identical except for a few important differences. An example of near transfer is learning to 
draww lines of three centimetres after training on lines of two centimetres. Far transfer is transfer 
too situations that are very different, e.g. using knowledge of biology for the solution of a 
problemm in concrete erosion. According to Detterman (1993), far transfer is rare and accounts 
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forr very littl e human behaviour. In this thesis the focus is on near transfer because in near 
transferr situations a fair amount of transfer is possible. 

Transferr of training may take two forms. The first form is negative transfer. This is the 
situationn in which learning of the first material impedes the learning of the second material 
(Anderson,, 1995). The second form is positive transfer. This is the situation in which learning 
off  the first material facilitates the learning of the second material (Anderson, 1995). According 
too Battig (1966), the terms positive and negative transfer refer to overall transfer, whereas the 
termss facilitation and interference refer to individual component sources of transfer effects. 
Althoughh this seems a straightforward distinction, the terms are not always used in this way. 
Thee definition of transfer given by Anderson (1995), for example, does not explicitly refer to 
overalll  effects. Figure 1.1 shows hypothetical learning curves illustrating net positive (curve B) 
andd net negative transfer effects (curve C). Although various indexes can be used to compute 
overalll  transfer, in Figure 1.1 the initial levels of curve B and C are compared with the initial 
levell  of task A. With overall effects, the performance on task B is compared with the 
performancee on task A, whereas component processes can only be studied by comparing the 
performancee on task B with an appropriate control group. 
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Figuree 1.1. Hypothetical training and transfer curves illustrating possible transfer 
situations.. The horizontal dash line depicts the initial performance level on the 
trainingg task. Performance may be for example response times or error rates. 

Thee term negative transfer refers in this thesis to a hindering effect of a previously 
learnedd task on the learning or performance of the new task. Note that the term negative transfer 
iss used as a component source of transfer and not as an overall effect. This violates the 
recommendationn of Battig (1966) but is in line with the mainstream use. The term net negative 
transferr always refers to overall transfer (e.g., in Figure 1.1. net negative transfer is illustrated 
byy curve B) 
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Interference e 

Interferencee refers to a negative relationship between the learning of two sets of material 
(Anderson,, 1995). The term interference should refer to a retrieval problem, whereas the term 
negativee transfer should refer to a learning problem, but often the exact cause of the 
deterioratedd performance, learning or retrieval, cannot be determined. Most researchers use the 
termm interference in the sense of an impairment without specifying whether learning or retrieval 
iss involved. As a consequence, the suggested distinction between interference and negative 
transferr is not always adopted. 

Twoo forms of interference are distinguished in verbal learning. Proactive interference 
meanss that the previously learned material accelerates the forgetting of subsequently learned 
materiall  (Anderson, 1995). Sometimes this situation is also referred to as proactive inhibition. 
RetroactiveRetroactive interference means that the learning of new material accelerates the forgetting of 
thee previously learned material. Sometimes this situation is also referred to as retroactive 
inhibition. . 

Inn addition to these two forms of interference sometimes the term procedural 
interferenceinterference is used in the literature (e.g. in Singley & Anderson, 1989). This terminology is 
basedd on the distinction between declarative and procedural knowledge. The relevance of this 
distinctionn for the study interference in skill acquisition will be further discussed in one of the 
nextt paragraphs. An example of different procedures interfering with each other can be found in 
thee Stroop task. In the standard Stroop task, the subject is required to name the ink colour of a 
wordd without attending to the meaning of the word. When the word is a colour word which is 
differentt from the colour in which it is printed, e.g. the word RED printed in green ink, the 
readingg of the word interferes strongly with colour naming, resulting in an increase in naming 
timee and number of errors (Stroop, 1935). Although there is a debate about the explanation for 
thee effect and its implications (see Shiffrin, 1988), the Stroop effect itself is very robust. In 
earlyy literature on learning, also terms such as habit formation and associative interference can 
bee found for the negative influence of prior learning (Ryans, 1936). 

Althoughh interference refers in a strict sense only to forgetting, it is used in this thesis in 
aa somewhat broader sense and also incorporates negative transfer. In this thesis the term 
interferencee refers to an impeding effect of one task on another, irrespective whether learning, 
retention,, or both are involved. The negative influence of recent learning on the performance of 
aa previously learned task will be referred to as retroactive interference. The reason for making a 
distinctionn between negative transfer and retroactive interference is mainly a practical one, 
namelyy to differentiate the situations in which the interference occurs. The situation in which 
thee learning of Task A deteriorates the performance on Task B will be referred to as negative 
transferr (Task A -» Task B). The situation in which Task B deteriorates the performance of 
Taskk A in a retest will be referred to as retroactive interference (Task A - Task B -> Retest Task 
A).. Although two different terms are used, we don't want to imply that there is a difference in 
thee underlying mechanism involved in negative transfer and retroactive interference. 
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Einstellungg or Set 

Anotherr term used for the hindering effect of prior learning on subsequent performance 
iss Einstellung, also referred to as set. Set is the phenomenon in which, as a consequence of 
previouss learning, certain responses may become more easily available, whereas other 
responsess become less easily available. A classic study where a set effect is obtained is the 
waterr jar task conducted by Luchins (1942). In the water jar task subjects have to measure a 
specifiedd amount of water, using a given set of measuring jars and a source containing water. 
Forr example, when the amount of 100 units is required with jars of A = 21, B = 127, and C = 3 
units,, the correct answer could be obtained by fillin g jar B, then pouring from it to fil l A, and 
thenn fillin g C twice (answer = B - A - 2C). When this rule has led to the correct answer several 
times,, subjects tend to use this rule and not to consider other easier solutions. When for instance 
200 units are required with jars of A = 23, B = 49, and C = 3 units, the correct answer could be 
obtainedd by using the previous rule but also in one step by pouring jar A into C (A - C). 
Dependingg on the subject group, Luchins found that 75% to 100% of the subjects suffered from 
aa set effect. 

Sett is a hindering effect of prior learning that is characteristic for problem solving 
studies.. The underlying mechanism for the set effect seems to be different from interference as 
foundd in verbal learning. Set is a form of ignorance or narrowing of the mind that can be 
abolishedd by instruction. The writing of the words "don't be blind!" before the crucial problems 
inn the water jug task lead, for example, to a substantial increase in the use of most economical 
solution.. In contrast with set, interference often takes place despite the subject's awareness of 
thee conflicting responses. 

Skilll Learning and Skill Acquisition 

Inn this thesis the terms skill learning and skill acquisition are used as synonyms instead 
off  referring to intentional learning as learning and to incidental learning as acquisition. The 
mainn reason is that in many skills it is not precisely known what is intentionally learned and 
whatt is incidentally acquired. The impossibility to differentiate between the two forms of 
learningg and the arbitrary use of the terms in the literature led us to the decision to use skill 
acquisitionn and skill learning interchangeably. 

Thee Occurrenc e of Interferenc e in Skil l Acquisitio n 

Thee current, most commonly held view on negative transfer in skill acquisition is that 
convincingg experimental evidence for its occurrence is rare, and that when it is found its impact 
iss small and transient (e.g., Annett & Sparrow, 1985). Schmidt and Young (1987), however, 
suggestt that the findings on negative transfer are too divergent to conclude that there is a 
generall  lack of negative transfer. 

Singleyy and Anderson (1989) conducted an experiment in which it was attempted to 
demonstratee negative transfer between text editors. In this experiment subjects learned a text 
editorr (Emacs) and switched after two sessions to a text editor in which function-key 
combinationss were different (perverse Emacs). Some functions were linked to new key 
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combinationss (e.g. the function "delete character" was executed with the key combination 
"control""  and "d" in Emacs and with "escape" and "e" in perverse Emacs) and some functions 
weree linked to key combinations that were previously used for another function (The key 
combinationn "control" and "a" was used for the function "beginning of line" in Emacs and for 
"deletee word" in perverse Emacs). A large amount of positive transfer and a tendency to use a 
complexx instead of an easy deletion procedure in the transfer task was found. The experiment 
clearlyy showed the possibility of positive transfer but does not seem to be a definitive 
demonstrationn that interference is totally absent in skill learning. Nevertheless, Anderson (1995) 
concludess that in skill acquisition only positive transfer is possible and that interference such as 
foundd in verbal learning is nonexistent. 

"There"There seldom seems to be negative transfer, in which learning one skill makes a 
personperson worse at learning another skill. Interference, such as that which occurs in 
memorymemory for facts, is almost nonexistent in skill acquisition. (...) There is only one 
clearlyclearly documented kind of negative transfer in the case of cognitive skills. This is the 
Einstellungeffect..."Einstellungeffect..." (Anderson, 1995: p. 299) 

Thiss statement will be referred to as the nonexistence hypothesis. The only exception according 
too Anderson (1995), is the transfer of nonoptimal method, also referred to as Einstellung. In 
otherr words, the only negative transfer possible in skill acquisition is positive transfer 
misapplied. . 

Thee strongest argument that counters the nonexistence hypothesis is that interference in 
skilll  learning has been found. Interference was found in text-editing experiments that followed 
thee A-B, A-Br paradigm more strictly than Singley and Anderson (1989) had done (Heydemann 
ett al., 1991; Schmidt, Fischer, Heydemann, & Hoffmann, 1991). Moreover, interference in skill 
learningg was found four decades earlier in studies that made use of considerably simpler skills 
(e.g.,, Lewis et al., 1951; Parreren, 1951). Lewis et al. (1951) claim that the strongest negative 
transferr has been found in situations across which stimulus conditions were the same and the 
responsess required were reversed. Wylie (1919, cited in Mandler, 1954) hypothesises that 
positivee transfer occurs when an old response is required to a new stimulus, while negative 
transferr occurs when a new response is required to an old stimulus. A similar conclusion was 
reachedd by Hunter (1922), who summarises the studies of habit interference in three rules, of 
whichh the first rule is that formation of one simple habit might seriously interfere with the 
formationn of a second habit. More recent, Kramer, Strayer, and Buckly (1990) report that it is 
difficul tt to suppress automatic processing that develops as a result of extensive practice with 
consistentt stimulus-response relations. Contrary to the nonexistence hypothesis these findings 
demonstratee that the occurrence of interference in skill learning is not implausible. 

Declarativee and Procedural Knowledge in Skill Learning 

AA common distinction found in the memory literature is the distinction between 
declarativee and procedural knowledge (Winograd, 1975). Declarative knowledge is knowledge 
aboutt something (e.g., "a whale is a mammal") and procedural knowledge is knowledge about 
howw to do something (e.g., ride a bicycle). Another way of describing the two types of 
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knowledgee is that declarative knowledge is knowledge that a certain relationship exists or 
certainn actions are appropriate, whereas procedural knowledge is knowledge of how to respond 
too a situation (Butterfield, Slocum, & Nelson, 1993). 

Inn Anderson's ACT-R model both types of knowledge are represented in a different way. 
Declarativee knowledge is represented by an associative network, whereas procedural 
knowledgee is represented by production rules (Anderson, 1996). According to Anderson 
(1987),, one of the characteristics of procedural knowledge is that it does not seem to be subject 
too interference. Singley and Anderson (1989) state that the fact that declarative interference is 
welll  documented, whereas procedural interference is not, suggests another possible distinction 
betweenn these two types of knowledge. 

Inn contrast with Singley and Anderson (1989), Heydemann et al. (1991) found 
interferencee in a well designed text-editing experiment. This finding may imply two excluding 
explanations.. The first explanation is that declarative and procedural knowledge are not so 
distinct.. Although Firmly supported in the memory literature, the distinction is not uncriticised. 
Accordingg to Rumelhart and Norman (1988), the distinction is theoretically hard to uphold 
becausee in some sense all knowledge is declarative up to the point where the physical actions 
aree performed. Although the distinction may be theoretically hard to uphold it is useful in 
practicall  situations. It is obvious that the learning of the rotary pursuit task, a task in which a 
movingg target has to be closely followed with a stylus, and the learning of word lists differ in 
manyy respects. It remains the question whether mechanisms that mediate learning of the 
differentt types of knowledge are also different. 

Thee second explanation is that declarative and procedural knowledge are both relevant in 
editing.. Surprisingly, the principal message of a paper by Anderson, Fincham, and Douglass 
(1997)) is that performance in a skilled task reflects a complex of abstract declarative and 
procedurall  rules. This contradicts the statement that the absence of interference in skill learning 
supportss the distinction between declarative and procedural knowledge. If every skill is a mix of 
bothh declarative components and procedural components, the absence of interference in skill 
learninglearning (e.g., text editing) can never be interpreted as support for the distinction between 
declarativee and procedural knowledge. 

Att this stage there are no arguments to prefer one of the explanations over the other. 
Howeverr both explanations contradict the statement by Anderson (1995) that interference is 
absentt in skill learning. 

Hypothesess and expectations 

Thee leading hypothesis in this thesis is that interference can occur in skill acquisition. 
Wee hypothesise that interference is dependent on the nature of the task and not a characteristic 
forr one type of knowledge or memory system. 

Itt is expected that interference (negative transfer and retroactive interference) will occur 
whenn the task characteristics of skill acquisition experiments are comparable to those of verbal 
learningg experiments. We hypothesise that the absence of interference in skill acquisition may 
nott be the result of fundamental differences between declarative and procedural knowledge, but 
mayy instead be explained by differences in the task characteristics or task demands. The 
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differencess between verbal learning tasks and so-called procedural tasks are much greater than 
thee difference in the "material" that is learned. That interference is found in verbal learning may 
bee caused by, for instance, the abstract nature of the task. Characteristics such as task 
complexityy and relationship to daily life may also play a role in the occurrence of interference. 
Thee advantage of using a simple skill is that its resemblance to paired-associate learning is 
muchh greater than the relatively complex task of text editing. 

Inn our view, the best way to investigate interference is by isolating it from the possible 
positivee effects (e.g., learning to learn) by using a proper control group. One of the possible 
reasonss that other studies failed to find interference in skill acquisition is that only net effects 
weree used. These net effects are in most cases not suitable to detect interference, since positive 
effectss may mask the negative effects (Siipola, 1941). Response generalisation and learning to 
learnn are possible factors contributing to positive transfer (Duncan, 1953). It is therefore 
importantt to focus on component processes instead of net transfer effects when investigating 
negativee transfer and retroactive interference. Focussing on component processes may not 
alwayss be relevant for practical situations (e.g. training studies), but it is required for making 
claimss that have strong theoretical implications. 

Wee expect that transfer will be limited to similar tasks. Interference will occur when 
competingg responses are coupled to the same stimuli. Interference may appear as an increase in 
responsee times and/or in error rates. The amount of interference will depend on the number of 
competingg elements and its absolute contribution will be the same in simple and complex tasks. 
Itt wil l therefore be harder to find interference in complex tasks. Smith, Zirkler, and Mynatt 
(1985)) hypothesise that negative transfer is limited to a skill that is relatively difficult to master. 
Inn contrast, we hypothesise that the absolute amount of interference does not change with task 
difficultyy and that negative transfer is therefore more visible in relatively easy-to-master skills. 

Rational ee behin d thi s Thesi s 

Theree are both theoretical and practical reasons for investigating negative transfer in 
skilll  acquisition. In modern theories of skill learning negative transfer is considered to be absent 
orr is not incorporated at all (e.g., Anderson, 1987; Logan, 1988; Schmidt, 1975). Even if 
negativee transfer is rare, a theory of skill acquisition cannot be complete without treating the 
subject.. From a theoretical perspective, it is therefore necessary to gain more insight into the 
taskss and circumstances under which negative transfer and retroactive interference arise. A 
practicall  reason for studying negative transfer between similar skills can be found in the 
potentiall  implications for optimising learning behaviour. Schmidt and Young (1987) were 
shockedd to find so littl e interest in problems of transfer of movement control, despite its 
importancee in issues concerning simulator design and training methods. 

Thee skill literature talks loosely about interference in learning without demonstrating 
thatt it actually takes place (Fazey & Fazey, 1989). At the same time there is a lot of speculation 
aboutt negative transfer, yet there are few studies that focus on this aspect of learning alone. The 
studiess reported in this thesis try to extend our knowledge of transfer and interference in skill 
acquisition. . 
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Overvie ww of thi s Thesi s 

Inn this thesis, a series of experiments on interference in skill acquisition is reported. 
Inn Chapter 2, four experiments are presented that were designed to investigate the 

existencee of negative transfer and retroactive interference in a simple coding skill, the digit-
letterr substitution task. The main research question addressed in Chapter 2 is whether 
interferencee is possible in skill acquisition. In Experiment 2.1, negative transfer is studied in a 
computerisedd forced choice reaction time experiment. Experiment 2.2 also investigated whether 
retroactivee interference occurs in skill learning. In Experiment 2.3 and 2.4, paper and pencil 
codingg tasks were used to further simplify the skills acquired and thereby minimise the role of 
positivee transfer. 

Chapterr 3 investigates the impact of two factors, training schedule and distinctiveness of 
thee tasks, on interference in paper and pencil coding tasks. In Experiment 3.1, the performance 
duringg a quick alternation of different tasks was compared with the performance during a slow 
alternation.. This experiment served as a pilot experiment for experiment 3.2, in which the 
influencee of context and distinctiveness on interference was studied. 

Inn Chapter 4 two studies are presented in which the difficulty of the tasks is increased 
comparedd to the previous experiments. Two new computerised coding tasks were developed 
thatt differed from the previous experiments in many aspects, such as way of responding and 
stimulii  used. In Experiment 4.1, the number of reversals was varied to assess its influence on 
thee quantitative and dynamical aspects of interference. In addition, it was investigated whether 
ann intentional inhibition strategy could be ruled out as an alternative explanation for the 
interferencee effect. In Experiment 4.2, a dual task paradigm was used to increase task demand. 
Thee main aim was to establish whether there was evidence for the hypothesis that increased task 
demandd could make the interference effect more visible in the error rates. 

Chapterr 5 investigates whether interference occurs in a more complex task such as linear 
ordering.. Experiment 5.1 is more comparable to the text editing experiment by Singley and 
Andersonn (1989) in terms of training time and complexity. Finally, Chapter 6 presents the main 
conclusionss and a discussion of findings. 




